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We meta-analyzed the effectiveness of incidental second language word learning from spoken input. Our sample contained 105 effect sizes from 32 primary studies employing meaning-focused word-learning activities with 1,964 participants with typical cognitive functioning. The random-effects meta-analysis yielded a mean effect size of $g = 1.05$, reflecting generally large vocabulary gains from spoken input in meaning-focused activities. A meta-regression with three substantive and two methodological predictors also revealed that adult participants outperformed children in terms of word learning and that interactive learning tasks were more effective than noninteractive ones. Furthermore, learning scores were higher when measured with recognition than with recall tests. Methodologically, the use of a no-input control group seemed to protect against an overestimation of learning effects, evidenced by smaller effect sizes. Finally, whether a
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pretest–posttest design was used did not influence effect sizes. All data and the analysis script are publicly available.
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**Introduction**

Second language (L2) learners living in a country where the L2 is used are often exposed to spoken L2 input in their daily lives. Even in situations that do not explicitly revolve around word learning, such incidental exposure can still result in the acquisition of new words. In the L2 classroom as well, words can be learned incidentally when learners listen to their teacher or peers without explicitly focusing on word learning. In short, L2 learners regularly find themselves in situations where incidental word learning from spoken input is possible.

Currently, however, little insight is available about the rate at which such learning takes place. Although research on incidental L2 word learning from spoken input exists (even if much less so than on learning from written input), in this prior work, researchers have typically compared the incidental spoken condition with another condition that is in some sense enhanced, for example, with additional written input (e.g., Brown, Waring, & Donkaewbua, 2008) or with information about an upcoming vocabulary posttest (e.g., Montero Perez, Peters, & Desmet, 2018). The spoken-only condition would then function only as a baseline and not be studied in itself. Therefore, it is practically unknown how effective incidental L2 word learning from spoken input is in an absolute sense (i.e., in comparison to a no-input condition). Experts’ opinions on the topic also diverge. Ellis (1999) concluded that much of incidentally learned vocabulary comes from oral input, but Schmitt (2008) was more pessimistic and concluded that the literature on this topic mostly “points to a low uptake rate from listening exposure” (p. 349).

Our study had two goals aimed at increasing our understanding of the effectiveness of incidental L2 word learning from spoken input. First, we wished to systematically quantify this effectiveness by combining all available research in one meta-analysis. The increase in power that such an analysis brings allowed us to go beyond the conclusions that one can draw on the basis of individual studies. This concerns both the generalizability of the findings and the level of power achieved. Such knowledge is relevant for teachers designing their curricula (e.g., should they include incidental learning activities with spoken input at all?), as well as for the many learners around the world who extensively rely on spoken input for their L2 acquisition.
Second, we aimed to investigate more closely how a selection of five variables affects incidental spoken L2 word learning. After all, it would be contentious to claim that there is one overall, all-embracing effect when many variables are known to influence L2 learning outcomes. At the same time, these variables have seldom been investigated within a single study of incidental L2 learning from spoken input. For example, of the 32 studies in our final sample, none compared children to adult language learners. To investigate the effect of age and other variables, we employed the technique of meta-regression, which enabled us to investigate variables that varied between studies in one analysis. We could thus expand the existing knowledge about multiple predictor variables using research that already existed.

**Literature Review**

### Defining Incidental Learning

Various definitions of incidental learning exist. It has often been defined by what it is not: Incidental learning would be “learning without intention, while doing something else” (Ortega, 2009, p. 94). A second definition specifically applies to incidental learning in the context of experimental research. According to this definition, incidental learning is dependent on the announcement of a posttest: When learners engage in an activity without the expectation of being tested afterward, any resulting learning would be incidental (Hulstijn, 2003). A third definition is based on the nature of the activity that learners engage in: Learning can be considered incidental if it comes about as a “by-product” (Hulstijn, 2003, p. 362) of an activity that primarily revolves around meaning. This third definition was adopted for the current study. Incidental learning has often been contrasted with intentional learning, which is learning with intention, learning taking place in situations where learners know that they will be posttested, or where their activities are explicitly focused on language learning.

### Mechanisms of Incidental Learning

Although it has been well established that incidental learning is much less effective than intentional learning (e.g., Hulstijn, 2003; Schmitt, 2008), this does not necessarily mean that incidental learning is ineffective in itself, which is what we aimed to investigate in the current study. After all, it is incidental learning during nontutored, everyday language use that turns learners into experienced L2 users. Multiple mechanisms have been proposed that can explain why and how incidental exposure to L2 words can result in learning.

In the first place, fast mapping might play a role. This notion, coined by Carey and Bartlett (1978), holds that children will generally try to map meaning
onto new word forms that they encounter, using logical inference. They can construct this form–meaning link with as little as one exposure (making it fast) and even when no such link is explicitly provided in the input. Fast mapping is then driven by learners’ innate curiosity for word learning. Adult language learners have been found to employ fast mapping as well, both when it comes to learning the meaning of nonwords (e.g., Ramachandra, Rickenbach, Ruda, LeCureux, & Pope, 2010) and incidental L2 word learning (e.g., de Vos, Schriefers, ten Bosch, & Lemhöfer, 2018).

Second, Hulstijn (2003), citing Eysenck (1982, p. 203), argued that the processing activities that learners engage in might influence learning rates more than their intentions. Building on the notions of depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and elaboration (Craik & Tulving, 1975), Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) developed the Involvement Load Hypothesis. Involvement is seen as consisting of three dimensions: need, search, and evaluation. Different L2 learning activities require different amounts of these motivational (need) and cognitive (search, evaluation) constructs, and activities that require a higher involvement from the learner are expected to lead to more learning. A meta-analysis by Huang, Willson, and Eslami (2012) found support for this hypothesis: Participants who completed an output task (which supposedly was high in involvement) acquired more vocabulary than those who only read a text (which supposedly was low in involvement).

Third, learners can develop a curiosity or intention to learn words even when the activity that they engage in does not come with an announced posttest or is not explicitly focused on word learning. Thus, even in incidental learning contexts, learners can still decide to deliberately turn their attention to the input (Ortega, 2009), which can result in learning. It should be noted that this learning would only be incidental according to the two definitions from Hulstijn (2003) but not the one from Ortega (2009).

Operationalizing Incidental Learning
Because incidental learning is extremely difficult to operationalize when the learning-without-intention definition is used, we originally set out to find and analyze studies in which the learning was incidental according to the posttest-announcement and by-product definitions. However, it turned out that using posttest announcement as a criterion was problematic too.

To begin with, it was unclear whether the posttest was announced for some studies in our sample (we contacted all authors but not everyone replied). In addition, even in studies for which we knew that the posttest had not been announced, it could still have been expected by the participants. This applied,
of course, to all studies that used a pretest: When learners are tested on unknown vocabulary and are exposed to this vocabulary afterward, they probably expect a posttest. In addition, some studies used cycles of learning treatments and posttests. For example, in Winke, Gass, and Sydorenko (2010), the participants watched a video twice and completed two vocabulary tests afterward. This cycle was repeated three times. It is likely that after the first or second time, the participants knew that the vocabulary posttests were coming.

For these reasons, we based the selection of studies on Hulstijn’s (2003) by-product definition only and included studies in which the word learning treatment was presented as a meaning-focused activity, such as listening to an audiobook, watching a video, or performing an interactive task with a peer. In the context of this study, we therefore speak of meaning-focused rather than incidental learning. For all included studies, we indicate in Table 2 (whenever possible) whether the posttest was announced. However, because there was much uncertainty with regard to whether the participants expected a posttest (even when it was not announced), we did not include this design feature as a variable in our analyses.

Meta-Analysis and Meta-Regression in L2 Research

For this study, we used the techniques of meta-analysis and meta-regression to analyze the learning outcomes of 32 studies. In general, meta-analysis allows researchers to calculate the weighted average outcome of a selection of studies. In the case of L2 word learning, such studies typically employ different tests, for example, a 10-item test requiring participants to translate words from their L2 to their first language (L1) or an 18-item L1–L2 recognition test with four answer options per item. This means that such studies cannot be directly compared in terms of the average number of words that the participants learned. To compare them, learning outcomes across studies need to be standardized by dividing the participants’ gains by the standard deviation of their scores. This has been done in virtually all meta-analyses focusing on word learning (e.g., Abraham, 2008; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Montero Perez, Van den Noortgate, & Desmet, 2013). By computing these average standardized learning effects over a multitude of studies, we were thus able to address the uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of incidental L2 spoken word learning.

Furthermore, we used meta-regression to investigate how five predictor variables affect L2 incidental spoken word learning. Like ordinary multiple regression, meta-regression is used to study how well the individual independent variables predict the dependent variable. The only difference is that, as in meta-analysis, the dependent variable is not the measurement originally used in the
studies but a standardized effect size. Although meta-regression models technically are no different from other regression models, their use is still relatively rare in L2 acquisition research (for examples, however, see Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 2001, and Li, 2010).

Instead, researchers often study predictor variables by splitting their data set by the levels of their predictor(s) and calculating separate effect sizes for all these subsets (e.g., Boulton & Cobb, 2017; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Montero Perez et al., 2013). Significance can be determined by considering whether the confidence intervals of the effect sizes of the subsets overlap (Mackey & Goo, 2007) or through Q tests (Montero Perez et al., 2013). This has some disadvantages. In the first approach, no precise estimation of the significance level is obtained, and in both approaches, one needs to run a separate test for each contrast under investigation, which increases the chance of Type I errors if no correction is applied. Li (2010) did use meta-regression, but with software that allowed “only one independent variable to be included” (p. 350). Nowadays, better software is available. Boulton and Cobb (2017, p. 382) argued that they did not use meta-regression because that would “mainly [be] suited to continuous [predictor variables].” However, categorical predictors can easily be included in a regression model through dummy coding or other forms of contrast coding. After all, an analysis of variance model is also a regression model with categorical predictors (Field, 2009).

In the present study, five predictor variables were analyzed. Three were substantive: age of the participants, treatment, and mode of testing. In light of recent efforts to improve the quality of L2 research (e.g., Plonsky, 2013), two additional predictors focused on a methodological feature and concerned study design: whether a true control group was used and whether pretest-to-posttest gain scores were computed.

Selected Predictors of Meaning-Focused L2 Word Learning From Spoken Input

Age
The first predictor was the participants’ age. While popular opinion often ascribes to the viewpoint that “younger is better” in L2 learning (Singleton & Ryan, 2004, p. 61), at the same time there is evidence that older learners might enjoy some advantages too, especially in word learning. Singleton and Ryan summarized the evidence regarding word learning as follows: There seems to be an advantage for older over younger participants in both short-term and long-term instructional studies as well as in short-term naturalistic (e.g., immersion, immigration) studies. Younger participants, however, eventually tend to
overtake older participants in long-term naturalistic studies. One explanation for these findings came from Paradis (2004) who suggested that vocabulary learning is not susceptible to a critical period for language learning (which would favor younger learners) because it relies on declarative memory. Thus, older language learners might benefit from their cognitive maturity when it comes to word learning.

In the current study, we compared the ability of L2 learners of different ages for meaning-focused L2 word learning from spoken input. As mentioned earlier, none of the studies in our sample had investigated age. There have been other studies on age effects in L2 learning, such as Snow and Hoefnagel-Höhle (1978) and Granena and Long (2013), but these did not employ an intervention in which participants were incidentally exposed to L2 spoken input. Using meta-regression, we could investigate whether there was indeed an older-is-better effect in the intervention studies included in our meta-regression.

**Treatment**
The second predictor was the learning treatment or intervention. A wide variety of activities can support meaning-focused learning from spoken input, such as listening to stories or audiobooks, watching videos, or interactive tasks such as solving a puzzle together. However, comparisons between such treatment types are relatively rare, especially between task-based and nontask learning activities. As with age, the technique of meta-regression is relevant for analyzing treatment effects because treatment type does not need to be manipulated within a single study. In addition, the outcomes of different studies focusing on different learning tasks have been inconclusive. For example, Ellis, Tanaka, and Yamazaki (1994) found an advantage for tasks that involved negotiation between a participant and his/her L2 conversational partner (compared to no negotiation), but Ellis and He (1999) did not find such an advantage. In this case, meta-regression can also provide a solution because combining the outcomes of multiple studies in one analysis should increase the power to detect differences between different task types.

Specifically, we compared the effectiveness of four different treatment types, which we chose because they have all been investigated regularly in primary studies. We compared audio treatments in which the input was presented auditorily only, for example, through audio books, with audiovisual treatments where the target words were also visually supported, for example, through pictures (e.g., Brown et al., 2008) or through video (e.g., Montero Perez et al., 2018). We also included two task-based treatments. These also contained audio and visual input, but in addition there was the element of a
Table 1 A schematic representation of the characteristics of the four treatments investigated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Audio input</th>
<th>Visual input</th>
<th>Task-based</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task/–interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task/+interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ✓ = characteristic present; X = characteristic absent.

meaning-focused task. Within the task treatments, we made a distinction between the presence and absence of interaction (+/– interaction) between the participant and a conversational partner. This has been commonly manipulated in task-based research (e.g., de la Fuente, 2002; Ellis & He, 1999). Thus, each of the four treatments under investigation was different from the previous one in a single aspect. This is schematically illustrated in Table 1.

Because this meta-analysis and meta-regression concerned L2 word learning from spoken input only, we excluded treatments where the spoken input was accompanied by text, such as a written transcript, glosses, L1 subtitles, or L2 captions. In the case of L2 captions, it would be unclear whether the participants learned from the spoken or written version of the input. Treatments with L1 subtitles or translations were excluded because they remove the need for participants to deduce the meaning of a new word from the context or a visual scene, which we considered an essential part of learning from spoken input. In addition, the reading process could have interfered with the listening process (for meta-analyses on the effects of subtitling, see Montero Perez et al., 2013; for meta-analytic work on glossing, see Abraham, 2008, and Yun, 2011).

Mode of Testing

From both anecdotal and scientific evidence, it is known that when learners are asked to remember previously learned words, open questions (recall) are generally more challenging than multiple-choice questions (recognition) (e.g., Donkaewbua, 2009; Montero Perez, Peters, Clarebout, & Desmet, 2014). While the first two predictors (age and treatment) presumably mainly influence the learning process itself, testing usually only takes place after the learning phase has been completed. Therefore, rather than influencing learning success, it reflects the depth at which the newly acquired word knowledge can be processed. Given the important role that testing instruments play in L2 research and in
education contexts, we chose to include mode of testing (recall vs. recognition) as our third predictor, investigating the question of whether effect-size magnitude depends on testing mode.

**Methodological Predictors: Gain Scores and Control Group**

Finally, we included two methodological predictors relating to study design. When designing any word learning study, one has to ensure that the vocabulary knowledge displayed in a posttest can rightfully be attributed to the treatment and not, for example, to preexisting knowledge of the target words that the participants already possessed. One solution for acknowledging preexisting knowledge is to calculate pretest-to-posttest gain scores. While this has the advantage that preexisting knowledge can be controlled for with great precision, there are also multiple disadvantages associated with this approach, especially in studies that target incidental learning.

First, the presence of a pretest might lead participants to also expect a posttest, making it questionable whether any potential learning should be considered incidental (this is why we instead concentrated on meaning-focused learning in this study). According to Schmitt (2008, p. 341), intentional vocabulary learning “almost always leads to greater and faster gains” than incidental learning. Second, as pointed out by Bisson, van Heuven, Conklin, and Tunney (2014b) as well as Nation and Webb (2011), a pretest also highlights the target words, perhaps causing learners to pay more attention to these words in later input than they would otherwise. For these reasons, studies making use of pretest–posttest designs might be expected to yield higher effect sizes than studies using nonwords or an independent control group to control for preexisting knowledge. The inclusion of a predictor in the meta-regression that represented the use of gain scores should shed more light on such potential unwanted effects in L2 word learning studies.

A different approach is the use of a true control group, that is, participants who are not in any way exposed to the target words but who take the same tests as the experimental participants. In this way, researchers can again control for (group-level) preexisting knowledge, although in a less precise and individual manner than when using a pretest. In addition, researchers can control for any learning that might happen just as the result of taking tests, spontaneous fluctuations in behavior or the passing of time, and guessing. The latter is especially relevant when the L1 and the L2 are closely related. Thus, in studies without a true control group, effect sizes might be overestimated, and lower effect sizes might be found in studies with a true control group. A true control group predictor was included in the meta-regression to investigate this.
The Current Study

To summarize, this is the first meta-analysis and meta-regression to bring together all literature on meaning-focused L2 word learning from spoken input. We documented the full research process to achieve maximal transparency and reproducibility. The data and script for analysis are publicly available; in addition, the technical details that could not be included in this article due to space limitations are included in Appendixes S1–S4 in the Supporting Information online. The study addresses the following questions:

1. What is the overall effectiveness of meaning-focused exposure to spoken input in L2 word learning?
2. How strongly is this effectiveness influenced by participants’ age, type of treatment, and mode of testing?
3. Are effect sizes dependent on such study design features as the use of gain scores and the use of a true control group?

Method

Search Techniques and Sources Considered

Four electronic databases were comprehensively searched for relevant studies published until and including August 2017, with no lower limit set. Three of these were subject-specific databases: PsycInfo, Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts, and Education Resources Information Center. These databases extensively cover the fields of psychology, linguistics, and education, and they index research on L2 learning. In addition, we inspected the ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database, a collection of four million graduate dissertations and theses from around the world.

All databases were searched for articles whose titles contained at least one of the below search terms, in combination with vocabulary and/or word*. The individual search terms are shown in Example 1, separated by commas. Acq* represents search terms related to acquisition, and gam* refers to gaming. For instance, the first search term incidental was used in two searches: incidental AND vocabulary and incidental AND word*. We also used search terms relating to written data (such as subtitl*) because studies about these topics sometimes contained data that were relevant to our purposes (as explained below).

Example 1

incidental, natural*, implicit, listen*, spoken, oral, aural, task-based, interaction* AND learn*, interaction AND acq*, subtitl* AND learn*,
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In addition, we manually searched the reference lists of all included studies and of theoretical and review articles on incidental L2 word learning (Ellis, 1999; Gass, 1999; Huckin & Coady, 1999; Hulstijn, 2003; Restrepo Ramos, 2015; Schmitt, 2008) and inspected the online archives of the following journals (in September 2017): Language Learning & Technology, System, Language Learning, Studies in Second Language Acquisition, and Computer Assisted Language Learning.1

We screened the titles and (in case of doubt) the abstracts of all search results in the above-described databases, reference lists, and online archives. If it seemed that at least one condition in a study met the below-defined inclusion criteria, we inspected the study’s method and results sections. We also included one of our own studies (de Vos, Schriefers & Lemhöfer, in press).

**Inclusion Criteria and Search Outcome**

The 10 inclusion criteria are listed below. Criteria 1 to 5 defined the scope of the study; Criteria 6 and 7 ensured that a study was of acceptable scientific quality; and Criteria 8 to 10 ensured that all necessary data were available:

1. The target language was a second or foreign language to the participants.
2. The target vocabulary was not explicitly taught or studied but embedded in a meaning-focused activity. The participants were not told in advance what the target vocabulary would be.
3. The participants had typical cognitive functioning.
4. The target word input (and, optionally, output) was exclusively spoken.
5. At least one dependent variable measured word knowledge.
6. It was clear to which intervention potential increases in word knowledge were attributable.
7. Preexisting word knowledge was controlled for by the use of gain scores, a true control group or a very careful selection of target items with regard to the participants’ preexisting knowledge.
8. Standardized effect sizes could be calculated from the provided means and standard deviations or from raw data.
9. Information about the five predictors was available.
10. The full text of the article was available.

The screening of titles and abstracts resulted in 319 sources (e.g., articles, monographs, dissertations) that seemed relevant. Thirty of these sources (9%)
were found to meet all of the inclusion criteria and are listed under “Included studies” in Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online. The remaining 289 sources are listed under “Excluded studies,” accompanied by the reason for their exclusion.

Oswald and Plonsky (2010) have discussed the question of whether research that has not undergone peer review should be included in meta-analyses and deemed the use of both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed work acceptable (pp. 91–92). Including only peer-reviewed studies has the advantage that all studies can be expected to be of an acceptable scientific quality (Burnham, 1990, cited in Oswald & Plonsky, 2010). The advantages of also including non-peer-reviewed studies include an increase in statistical power and more robust results (Oswald & Plonsky, 2010). Boulton and Cobb (2017) also included non-peer-reviewed research in their meta-analysis because they wanted to obtain a sample as comprehensive as possible, and because they considered the peer-review process to be “highly subjective” (p. 354).

Given the relative scarcity of studies that met our inclusion criteria (in combination with our number of predictors), we also chose to include non-peer-reviewed research. To maintain study quality, we implemented several methodological checks. In line with Criterion 6, posttest data were only considered if we could determine that any potential learning could be attributed to the treatment (and not to earlier posttests). Using Criterion 7, we checked whether participants’ preexisting word knowledge could be accounted for.

**Characteristics of the Sample**

The included 30 sources contained relevant data from 32 studies (of which 24 were peer reviewed), with a total of 44 independent treatment groups that were of interest to us and eight true control groups. The total number of participants over all included groups was 1,964. The mean number of participants in the independent treatment groups was 36 ($SD = 39$, $range = 8–187$), and in the control groups it was 41 ($SD = 25$, $range = 11–82$). Ten studies were published in the 1990s, five in the 2000s, and 17 in the 2010s. The 32 primary studies are described in Table 2, with additional information provided in Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online. The participants’ proficiency in the target language covered the full spectrum, ranging from no preexisting knowledge to high proficiency. All of the studies employed custom-made vocabulary tests containing the target words that the participants had been incidentally exposed to during the intervention. Two of the studies used nonwords as targets (see Table 2). Additional information at the effect-size level (e.g., sample size,
### Table 2 Basic information about the 32 included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Gain scores</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Posttest announced?</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Homoud (2008): Study 2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldera &amp; Mohsen (2013)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltova (1999)</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>Mostly English in combination with another language</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birulés-Muntané &amp; Soto-Faraco (2016)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>Catalan, Spanish, or Italian</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisson, van Heuven, Conklin, &amp; Tunney (2014a)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al. (2008)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English (but nonword targets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de la Fuente (2002)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Vos et al. (in press)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkaewbuua (2009)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Thai?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquette (1993)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes?</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis &amp; He (1999)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Various, mostly Asian</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis &amp; Heimbach (1997)</td>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese, Tagalog, Thai</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis et al. (1994): Saitama school</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis et al. (1994): Tokyo school</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gullberg et al. (2012): Exp. 1</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gullberg et al. (2012): Exp. 2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatami (2017)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsu, Hwang, Chang, &amp; Chang (2013)</td>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Language(s) of Taiwan?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Gain scores</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Posttest announced?</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karakaş &amp; Sarıçoban (2012)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Turkish?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koolstra &amp; Beentjes (1999)</td>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dutch?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medina (1990)</td>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montero Perez et al. (2018)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes and no</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montero Perez et al. (2014)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagata et al. (1999)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodgers (2013): Study 2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydorenko (2010)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>English (all but one, who spoke Cantonese)</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toya (1993)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Zeeland &amp; Schmitt (2013)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>English (but nonword targets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidal (2011)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>Spanish?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winke et al. (2010)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>English (all but one, who spoke Kannada)</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeung et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuksel &amp; Tanriverdi (2009)</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No?</td>
<td>Turkish?</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Detailed information about the primary studies can be found in Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online.
treatment type, and mode of testing) is available in Appendix S2 in the Supporting Information online.

The primary studies in our sample for the most part did not aim at answering the same research questions as we did in this study. What represented the treatment condition of interest for us (i.e., meaning-focused exposure to spoken-only L2 input) was often used as a control condition for studying the effects of subtitles, captions, or glosses on incidental L2 word learning in the primary studies. This explains the low number of true control groups in our sample: The primary studies often achieved statistical control through other comparisons. For the same reason, we did not create a funnel plot of the effect sizes. Funnel plots are common in meta-analysis to indicate whether a publication bias might be present concerning a certain effect. However, because the large majority of the primary studies in our sample had not investigated the effectiveness of incidental exposure to spoken L2 input compared to a no-input condition (as we did in the current study), their publication status was not dependent on the effect size(s) that we extracted from these studies.

**Age**

The studies included participants in different age ranges. Because only a minority of studies reported the participants’ mean age (making continuous regression impossible), we created age groups based on the type of education that participants were enrolled in. Two studies were conducted with children in kindergarten (yielding five effect sizes), three with elementary school students (10 effect sizes), three with high school students (16 effect sizes), and 24 with university students (74 effect sizes). Due to the low number of effect sizes, we grouped children in kindergarten and elementary school together for our analysis. The confound between age and education type will be addressed in the discussion.

**Treatment**

We distinguished four types of activities in which participants in the treatment groups engaged:

1. **Audio** (eight studies, 28 effect sizes): Participants listened to storybook reading, academic lectures, or audiobooks.
2. **Audiovisual** (18 studies, 32 effect sizes): Participants again received auditory input, but also visual support in the form of pictures or video.
3. **Task/–interaction** (six studies, 25 effect sizes): Participants listened to a speaker (a physically present teacher or peer), had materials that provided visual support, and engaged in a meaning-based task with these materials.
4. Task/interaction (six studies, 20 effect sizes): The same as the previous activity, but participants also interacted with the speaker (e.g., they could ask questions). This sometimes, but not always, involved prompted production of the target words.

Appendix S2 in the Supporting Information online shows which treatments and modes of testing were used in which studies. This information is not included in Table 2 because treatment and mode of testing sometimes varied within a study; Table 2 includes study-level information only.

**Mode of Testing**

Testing the newly acquired word knowledge was done either by assessing recognition of words through multiple-choice questions (51 effect sizes) or their recall via open questions (54 effect sizes). Furthermore, responses could be required in the L1 or L2. Recall was always meaning based (e.g., a translation test) and recognition usually so, although in a minority of cases it was form based (e.g., lexical decision). Some studies employed one measurement type only; others employed multiple types. Similarly, some studies used one posttest, and others tested participants after various periods of retention. Thus, we could calculate 105 effect sizes from only 44 treatment groups. The dependency among these effect sizes is discussed in the Data Analysis section.

However, in the case of repeated posttesting, we only used these repeated test results if the participants could not have learned from the earlier tests (see Nation & Webb, 2011). For example, Aldera and Mohsen (2013) first administered a multiple-choice vocabulary recognition test and then a meaning translation test. It could be the case that the participants’ answers to the translation test were informed by the questions and answers that they had seen previously. This would be in conflict with inclusion Criterion 6, which states that it should be clear to which intervention potential increases in word knowledge are attributable. Thus, we discarded the outcomes of recall posttests if these had been preceded by a recognition test using the same materials. Whenever this happened, it is noted in the Remarks column under “Effect sizes” in Appendix S2. Posttests could be administered in spoken or written form.

**Retention Interval**

Finally, it is commonly known that knowledge is gradually forgotten over time (e.g., Ebbinghaus, 1885/1913), making the retention interval between exposure and testing an important variable in L2 research (e.g., Brown et al., 2008; van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2013; Vidal, 2011). In our sample, the retention intervals ranged from immediately after the treatment (for about half of all effect sizes) to
three months (Brown et al., 2008). However, it was not possible to use retention interval as a predictor because the results in the primary studies were often not reported as a function of the retention interval. For example, Rodgers (2013) had 13 teaching sessions (generally separated by one week, but sometimes two). Episodes of a television program were shown in Sessions 3 to 12 and the posttest took place in Session 13. This means that there were at least 11 weeks between the first episode and the posttest, but only one week between the last episode and the posttest. Thus, there was not one retention interval for all items, but the scores were not reported separately for each retention interval. Similar setups were found in Al-Homoud (2008), de la Fuente (2002), Medina (1990), and Yeung, Ng, and King (2016) and in Brown et al. (2008) and Vidal (2011) with regard to the delayed posttest.

Meta-Analytic Statistics
Because we aimed to establish the effects of meaning-focused exposure to spoken input on L2 word learning, our dependent variable of interest was a learning score. We calculated learning scores using the data reported in the primary studies. A learning score always represented a contrast between test scores obtained with (or before) and without (or after) exposure to target words. Based on these contrasts, we identified four different learning score types:

1. Comparison within treatment group(s): Posttest scores to a fixed baseline.

The same level of preexisting knowledge of the target items was assumed for all participants, and their posttest scores were compared to this assumed baseline. For example, Gullberg, Roberts, and Dimroth (2012) exposed Dutch native speakers with no self-reported prior knowledge of Mandarin to a Mandarin weather forecast. Thus, any knowledge of Mandarin words demonstrated in the posttest should reflect learning as a direct result of the treatment. The posttest used in this study consisted of yes/no questions to probe word recognition. Of course, even with no existing knowledge of Mandarin, the chance of making a correct guess was 50%. Therefore, the baseline in this study was set at 50%.

2. Comparison within treatment group(s): Pretest to posttest gain scores.

Learning scores were calculated as the gain scores between a pretest and a posttest for one or more treatment groups, without using a control group. For example, Yuksel and Tanriverdi (2009) tested Turkish students’ English vocabulary knowledge before and after they had watched an English movie clip.
3. Treatment group(s) compared to control group: Posttest scores only.

Learning scores were calculated by comparing the posttest scores of a treatment group (after exposure to target words) to the scores of a control group (without exposure to target words). For example, Koolstra and Beentjes (1999) tested the English vocabulary of Dutch children who had watched an English video and a comparable group of children who had not.

4. Treatment group(s) compared to control group: Pretest to posttest gain scores.

This is a combination of the learning score Types 2 and 3. The pretest-to-posttest gain scores of a treatment group were compared to the pretest-to-posttest gain scores of a control group. For example, Spanish students in the treatment group in Vidal (2011) watched a videotaped academic lecture in between taking a pretest and posttest whereas participants in the control group took only the pretest and posttest.

We used Hedges’ $g$ as our effect-size measure. It was calculated by multiplying Cohen’s $d$ by Hedges’ correction factor $J$ (Borenstein, 2009), which accounts for the biasing effect of small sample sizes on Cohen’s $d$ (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Cohen’s $d$ is a standardized effect-size measure and was calculated as one of the learning scores described above, divided by the standard deviation. The calculation of all measures is described in detail in Appendix S3 in the Supporting Information online. This includes a description of the transformations that are required when combining data from studies with different designs (see Morris & DeShon, 2002). We applied such transformations to the data to ensure that the meaning of $g$ was unaffected by the type of learning score it was based on. Appendix S2 in the Supporting Information online contains all 105 effect sizes and their associated characteristics (age group, treatment, etc.).

Nevertheless, one might wonder whether effect sizes that are calculated with the data of a treatment group only (learning score Types 1 and 2) are of a different magnitude than effect sizes that are calculated by comparing a treatment and control group (learning score Types 3 and 4). Similarly, it is conceivable that effect sizes that are calculated by comparing pretest to posttest gain scores (learning score Types 2 and 4) would differ from effect sizes calculated based on posttest scores only (learning score Types 1 and 3). To this end, the variables of control group inclusion (yes/no) and the use of gain scores (yes/no) were included in the analysis.

We also calculated the variance $\nu$ associated with each effect size. This variance characterizes the distribution from which an effect size was sampled,
and therefore is different from the variance characterizing the distribution of the participants’ scores that were used for computing the effect size. The effect-size variance can be used for various purposes (Morris, 2008), including to weigh effect sizes according to their inverse variance weight (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). In other words, effect sizes with larger sampling variances are weighted less. We followed this practice, which is recommended because it allows studies with more precise effect-size estimates to “contribute more to the meta-analytic average” (Oswald & Plonsky, 2010, pp. 95–96; see also Borenstein, 2009). The effect-size variance was also corrected for small sample bias by multiplying it with the squared correction factor $J$ (Borenstein, 2009).

**Interrater Reliability**

The information presented in Appendixes S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information online was extracted from the primary studies by two raters: the first author of this article and three graduate students in linguistics or psychology, who divided the work. For the quantitative data, such as means and standard deviations, the interrater agreement was 90%. For the qualitative data, including the five predictor variables, the interrater agreement was 96%. Following Boulton and Cobb (2017), the interrater agreement had been calculated by considering the number of discrepancies relative to the total number of cells. The first and second raters resolved all discrepancies together through discussion and by rereading the primary studies.

**Data Analysis**

Research Question 1 focused on the overall effectiveness of meaning-focused exposure to spoken input for L2 word learning. To address this issue, we explored several random-effects meta-analytic models with the metafor package (version 1.9-9; Viechtbauer, 2010) in R (version 3.3.1; R Development Core Team, 2016). While the 32 studies in our sample all met the inclusion criteria, they still represented a wide variety of study designs, L1–L2 combinations, materials, and so on. Therefore, it was expected that there would be heterogeneity among the effects that were estimated in each study. In other words, it was likely that the variation in effect sizes would exceed the variation that would have been expected due to random variables alone, such as participant sampling.

Such expected between-study heterogeneity can be statistically accounted for by including random intercepts at the study level. In our case, this means that the meta-analytic model estimated a unique effect for each of the 32 studies, rather than assuming that the 32 studies all estimated the exact same effect.
a similar vein, the true effects could be imagined to vary across the 105 effect-size samples (even if some of them came from the same study), for instance, as a function of treatment or testing instrument. To accommodate this, random intercepts were also introduced at the sample level (see Konstantopoulos, 2011).

We investigated whether the inclusion of random effects indeed significantly improved model fit by comparing the models using likelihood ratio tests. To this end, we first ran a null model with neither fixed nor random effects. The null model was compared to a model with only random intercepts at the study level. This latter model was then compared to a model with random intercepts at both the study and the sample levels. The best-fitting of these models, hereafter referred to as Model 1, was used to answer Research Question 1.

Research Questions 2 and 3 asked how effect-size estimates for meaning-focused L2 spoken word learning are influenced by five predictors: (a) age group: kindergarten/elementary school versus high school versus university, (b) treatment type: audio versus audiovisual versus task/–interaction versus task/+interaction, (c) mode of testing: recognition test versus recall test, (d) use of gain scores: yes versus no, and (e) use of a true control group: yes versus no. These five predictors were added as fixed effects to Model 1 (a random-effects meta-analytic model), yielding Model 2 (a mixed-effects meta-regression model). Parameters for both Model 1 and Model 2 were estimated with the restricted maximum likelihood procedure, which takes into account the number of fixed-effects parameters that are estimated.

Because Model 2 was a regression model, we investigated whether there were any effect sizes that exerted a disproportionate influence on the estimation of the model parameters using Cook’s distance (\(D_i\), Cook, 1977). An early rule of thumb was that a Cook’s distance larger than 1 should be considered reason for concern (Cook & Weisberg, 1982, cited in Field, 2009). A simulation by McDonald (2002) has shown that 0.85 may be a more appropriate guideline. Therefore, three effect sizes with \(D_i > 0.85\) were excluded from the data set, and Model 2 was rerun on this reduced data set.

Finally, an important assumption in standard meta-analytic models is that the effect-size estimates are independent (Hedges, Tipton, & Johnson, 2010). Because we calculated 105 effect sizes from 44 treatment and eight control groups, the sampling errors of the effect sizes were not always independent. The traditional approach in case of dependency is to compute the weighted average of all the effect sizes coming from the same treatment group (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). This solves the issue of dependency, but at the same time information is lost. This would be especially problematic in the meta-regression, for example, if a study used both recognition and recall tests.
An alternative recommended by Hedges et al. for dealing with dependency is to explicitly model the correlations among the effect-size estimates coming from the same treatment group.

However, as also pointed out by Hedges et al. (2010), the correlations between the effect-size estimates needed to implement this strategy are often not available. In these cases, it is accepted that correlations from comparable studies be used to estimate the missing values (Borenstein, 2009). Reassuringly, Ishak, Platt, Joseph, and Hanley (2008) found through simulation studies that “the results of multivariate meta-regressions were relatively insensitive to incorrect values of within-study correlations” (cited in Hedges et al., 2010, p. 45). We will also report a sensitivity analysis in which we investigated how robust the outcomes of our meta-analysis and meta-regression were when different correlational values were assumed (the methodological details are explained in Appendix S4 in the Supporting Information online).

To take the correlation between the sampling errors of the effect sizes into account, we constructed the whole variance–covariance matrix of the sampling errors (see Appendix S3 in the Supporting Information online for information on the variance calculations). The covariances were calculated according to the standard definition of covariance: covariance_{a, b} = correlation_{a, b} \times SD_a \times SD_b. The full covariance matrix can be found in Appendix S2 in the Supporting Information online (under “Covariance matrix”); the formulas in the cells show which correlation was used or assumed. Alpha was set at .05.

Results

Research Question 1

Model comparisons showed that the model with random intercepts at the study level fit the data significantly better than the null model, \( \chi^2(1) = 461.74, p < .0001 \) (Akaike’s information criterion [AIC] dropped from 1,214.60 to 754.87). In turn, the model with random intercepts both at the study and sample level (i.e., the effect-size level) fit the data significantly better than the model with random intercepts at only the study level, \( \chi^2(1) = 536.03, p < .0001 \) (AIC dropped from 754.87 to 220.84). This means that the true effect sizes were both heterogeneous between and within studies, as we had expected. This best-fitting model was used for further analysis and is hereafter called Model 1.

Model 1 yielded a weighted average effect-size estimate of \( g = 1.05, 95\% \text{ confidence interval (CI) [0.81, 1.28], } SE = 0.12, z = 8.77, p < .0001, \) based on the effect sizes of learning gains obtained in the individual studies. Over all studies, this learning gain was significantly larger than 0. Thus, L2 learners experience a significant increase in their vocabulary knowledge after
Table 3: Results from Model 2 after the exclusion of three influential cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>UL</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>−0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: high school</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: university</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment: audiovisual</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment: task/–interaction</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>−0.76</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment: task/+interaction</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing: recognition</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain scores: yes</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>−0.59</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group: yes</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−2.03</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>−0.93</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (study)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (sample)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $k = 102$. CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit.

meaning-focused exposure to spoken L2 input. Variance at the study level was estimated by the model as 0.31, while variance at the sample level was estimated as 0.21. Profile likelihood plots of these variance components, included in Appendix S4 (Figure A) in the Supporting Information online, showed that we could be confident in these variance estimates. The intraclass correlation was $0.31/(0.31 + 0.21) = 0.59$. This represents a fair correlation (Cicchetti, 1994) between effect sizes coming from the same study, which provided further justification for the inclusion of random intercepts at the study level.

Research Questions 2 and 3

For reasons of space, the outcomes for Model 2 as computed on the full data set are given in Table A in Appendix S4 in the Supporting Information online. In Table 3, we present the model outcomes after three cases with Cook’s distance values of 2.52, 2.47, and 1.04 were excluded from the data set (see Data Analysis). The beta estimates show the estimated increase or decrease in effect sizes (in standard deviation units) compared to the predictor level that was represented by the intercept (age = kindergarten/elementary school; treatment = audio; testing = recall test; gain scores = no; control group = no).

For age, no significant difference could be detected between participants in kindergarten/elementary school (the level represented by the intercept) and high
school. However, there was a significant 0.92 increase in effect-size magnitude for participants in university compared to kindergarten/elementary school. The estimated effect-size difference between participants in university and those in high school was $0.92 - 0.74 = 0.18$. We changed the order of variable levels in the model (this is called relevelling) to obtain test statistics for this contrast, which showed that the difference was nonsignificant, $\beta = 0.18$, 95% CI $[-0.78, 1.13]$, $SE = 0.49$, $z = 0.36$, $p = .72$.

Treatment had four levels. As we did with the age variable, each of these treatment levels in turn was made the intercept. One contrast was significant, namely task/–interaction versus task/+interaction, $\beta = 0.63$, 95% CI $[0.26, 1.00]$, $SE = 0.19$, $z = 3.37$, $p < .001$. Thus, participants learned more words when the learning task that they engaged in involved interaction with a conversational partner than when it did not. All other contrasts were nonsignificant (all $p$s $> .11$).

Using a recognition test significantly increased effect sizes with 0.42 standard deviation units relative to using a recall test. No difference was found between studies that controlled for previous knowledge through gain scores and studies that did not use gain scores. On the other hand, studies that used a control group that received no target word input yielded significantly lower effect sizes than studies that did not use a control group, with a difference of 0.47 standard deviation units.

Table 3 also shows that variance at the study level was estimated as 0.49, while variance at the sample level was estimated as 0.05. Profile likelihood plots again showed that we could be confident in these parameter estimates (see Figure B in Appendix S4 in the Supporting Information online). For Model 2, the intraclass correlation was estimated as $0.49 / (0.49 + 0.05) = 0.91$. This represent a very high correlation between effect sizes coming from the same study. In other words, almost all of the variance was between studies, not within.

An inspection of Table A in Appendix S4 in the Supporting Information online revealed that the outcomes of Model 2 carried out using the reduced and unreduced data sets were very similar. The more salient differences are that the age effect was slightly more pronounced in the reduced data set and that the control group effect was nonsignificant in the unreduced data set. However, the $p$ value for the latter effect only increased from .04 to .06, so this difference was not very substantial.

**Sensitivity Analysis**
For studies that did not report the correlation coefficient(s) needed for our analyses, we had borrowed a correlation coefficient from the most similar study
that we could find in our sample. To investigate how sensitive our outcomes were to variation in the magnitude of these correlations, we carried out a sensitivity analysis, which is reported in Appendix S4 in the Supporting Information online. We observed only very small changes in the magnitude of the estimated predictor effects and their associated \( p \) values, both for Model 1 and Model 2. The direction of all effects was preserved. This indicates that our data were robust to variations in correlation.

**Discussion**

**Meta-Analysis**

This study set out to quantify the overall effectiveness of meaning-focused exposure to spoken input for L2 word learning. We found an estimated average Hedges’ \( g \) of 1.05. This means that participants on average improved their vocabulary knowledge by 1.05 standard deviations after meaning-focused exposure to spoken L2 input. Because the effect size is expressed in terms of standard deviation units, it is not possible to state in an absolute sense the number of learned words to which such an effect size would correspond.

Plonsky and Oswald (2014) present guidelines for the interpretation of standardized effect sizes in the context of L2 research. For between-group designs, they regard \( d = 0.4 \) as small, \( d = 0.7 \) as medium, and \( d = 1.0 \) as large (and \( g \) is equal to \( d \) except that it is corrected for small-sample bias). The studies included in our meta-analysis used both between-group and within-group designs. However, the above guidelines still apply to our results because we had already taken intragroup correlations into account when calculating effect sizes for within-group designs. Thus, the estimated effect size of \( g = 1.05 \) can be considered a large effect.

Finding this large effect could be considered surprising in light of the general pessimism that surrounds the effectiveness of learning from listening (e.g., Schmitt, 2008). However, while the linguistic input in all of the studies in our sample was exclusively spoken, three-quarters of these studies provided additional support for learning in the form of pictures, video, or learning tasks. Another explanation for the large effect size might be that the participants in some studies were aware of the upcoming posttest and therefore perhaps paid more attention to the target words. This may have resulted in larger effect sizes than would be found in studies in which the learning was purely incidental.

To put our finding in perspective, the outcome of the one other meta-analysis (that we know of) in which absolute L2 word learning gains were studied should be considered. Mackey and Goo (2007) studied improvements in vocabulary and grammar before and after an interactive treatment. Averaging over these
two domains, they found an effect size of $d = 1.09$. This is very close to our estimated effect size of $g = 1.05$. It is currently impossible to say how absolute learning from spoken input compares, for example, to learning from written input, because we believe no such meta-analysis has been conducted yet—this would be an important avenue for future research.

In conclusion, meaning-focused treatments for L2 word learning may be more effective than has previously been thought. Still, it is possible that the magnitude of our overall effect size was mostly attributable to specific subsections in our data set, such as the studies using task-based learning. The meta-regression provides more insight into this.

**Meta-Regression**
We investigated whether the effectiveness of meaning-focused exposure to spoken L2 words is predicted by three substantive and two methodological variables.

*Age*
A positive age effect was found: Participants in university significantly outperformed children in kindergarten and elementary school. Effect sizes for high school participants also were higher than for younger children, but this difference did not reach significance (potentially due to small sample sizes for both age groups). Multiple explanations for the superiority of university students over kindergarten and elementary school children are conceivable. To begin with, older learners have more experience in language learning. For example, they might know more strategies to derive word meaning from context. In addition, they possess a higher degree of cognitive control (Craik & Bialystok, 2006), making it easier for them to focus on a task. There are also potential explanations based on confounds between age group and other variables.

First, the older groups on average had more years of experience with the L2, and, relatedly, typically seemed to have been more proficient (see Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online). In turn, learners with higher proficiency levels are known to learn vocabulary faster (Vidal, 2011). If more primary studies with adult learners are conducted in which the participants have no prior experience with the target L2 (such as Gullberg et al., 2012), a future meta-regression could circumvent this issue. In any case, age, proficiency levels, and years of experience with the target language should be clearly reported in all primary studies (this was not the case in our sample) so that future meta-analysts can better control for these variables.
Second, the adult participants perhaps also had a higher motivation to learn words. With regard to the classroom studies, the adults had chosen to enroll in language classes. For the children, language study simply was part of the school’s curriculum. With regard to the laboratory studies, presumably the adults had volunteered to participate whereas the children would have been signed up by their school or parents. If more primary studies are conducted with adult participants other than self-selected language learners or if a study’s language learning aspect is hidden from the participants (such as in de Vos et al., 2018, in press), this confound could be alleviated.

Third, different average intelligence quotient levels can be expected between the general school population and university students. Because “foreign language aptitude partially overlaps with traditional intelligence” (Ortega, 2009, p. 165), this may also have influenced the results, implying an urgent need for L2 acquisition researchers to include other adult learner populations in their studies. For now, we conclude that the combined variable of age and educational context favors university students over child learners in L2 meaning-focused spoken word learning.

Treatment
Regarding the incidental learning treatment, the effect-size estimates increased in magnitude as expected: task/+interaction > task/–interaction > audiovisual > audio. Nevertheless, only the difference between task/+interaction and task/–interaction was significant, with a small/medium effect size. In other words, for L2 spoken word learning, it is beneficial if there is an element of interaction to a learning task. This conforms to earlier literature demonstrating positive effects of interaction (e.g., Keck, Iberri-Shea, Tracy-Ventura, & Wa-Mbaleka, 2006; Mackey & Goo, 2007). For future research, it would be interesting to make a distinction within the task/+interaction category between interactive tasks with and without prompted target word production. This has already been done in a few primary studies such as de la Fuente (2002) and Ellis and He (1999). Their findings pointed to a superior role of output. However, the sample sizes in our meta-regression were too small to allow such an investigation.

According to our results, audiovisual treatments had no significant added value over audio-only treatments for L2 word learning. Another observation is that only the difference between task/–interaction and task/+interaction was significant, while the estimated effect of audio (and audiovisual) treatments versus learning task/+interaction was actually larger. This may seem curious, but it is likely a consequence of the fact that task/–interaction versus task/+interaction was often manipulated within studies whereas no studies contrasted audio or
audiovisual treatments with treatments involving learning tasks. Thus, the former contrast could be estimated with more precision and more easily achieve significance. Given this consideration, combined with the finding that the effect of the audio versus task/+interaction contrast was actually estimated to be large (albeit nonsignificant), we are hesitant to confidently conclude that there would be no difference between interactive treatments involving learning tasks on the one hand and audio and audiovisual treatments on the other. More primary studies are needed from which learning scores for one or more of these treatment types can be extracted so that this question can be reconsidered with more statistical power.

Mode of Testing
Testing recognition of the newly learned words compared to recall was found to lead to higher effect sizes. Thus, the ability to recognize a word among several alternatives is achieved more easily than the ability to retrieve the word freely from memory. This outcome confirms Nation’s (2001) receptive–productive distinction, which is one of the two dimensions in his model of knowing a word. The other dimension consists of nine subtypes of word knowledge, divided over three domains (form, meaning, and use), but for reasons of statistical power these domains and subtypes were not investigated in the current meta-regression. Future studies aiming to evaluate this proposed second dimension of word knowledge can draw from a rich base of primary studies that have already investigated such questions (e.g., Hatami, 2017; van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2013; Winke et al., 2010).

Gain Scores
Finally, we investigated two predictors related to the way in which effect sizes were calculated. No effect for the use of pretest-to-posttest gain scores could be detected. This is not in accordance with our expectation that studies using a pretest–posttest design would yield higher effect sizes because the participants already knew what target words to look for and were likely expecting a posttest. Two explanations are conceivable.

First, in some of the studies, explicit efforts had been made to minimize the impact of the pretest. For example, Nagata, Aline, and Ellis (1999) conducted the pretest three months before the treatment “to ensure that the subjects did not pay focused attention to the lexical items when they performed the task” (p. 140). Montero Perez et al. (2014) told their participants “that such tests are typically administered at the beginning of the academic year” (p. 126). Such approaches are commendable and can help to minimize unwanted pretest effects.
Second, a large number of the studies that did not use gain scores to control for preexisting knowledge worked from the assumption that all the target words were unknown to the participants. Although in many cases this assumption seemed justified (e.g., in the studies employing nonwords), in some other cases the question of whether this assumption was valid remains. For example, de la Fuente (2002) used words from indigenous languages that are used in Latin American Spanish. It is conceivable that some of her participants, who were students of Spanish at a university in the United States, might have encountered these words while traveling. If in some of the non-gain-scores studies the participants’ preexisting knowledge has been underestimated (thus resulting in larger effect sizes), this may have obscured the comparison between studies that did and did not use gain scores.

The above arguments can explain why, in our sample, there was no effect of gain scores. Of course, this does not mean that future researchers can disregard potential influences of pretest use. If researchers want to use a pretest, they should always make efforts to hide the purpose of the pretest and/or its relationship to a following word learning treatment as well as clearly report when and under what circumstances a pretest was conducted.

**Control Group**

Studies in which treatment groups were compared to true control groups with no exposure to the target words yielded smaller effect sizes than studies that did not contain a control group. The effect was small, but significant. This is in line with our hypothesis, discussed previously. A potential explanation mentioned there was guessing: Participants might (partly) guess words rather than properly learn them, especially when target words are cognates between the L1 and L2. This would then lead to an overestimation of learning effects if no control group (that can also engage in guessing) is used.

Another explanation could be that participants could have learned from the tests themselves, although we tried to exclude this option as much as possible by only including data from repeated posttests where a test effect seemed unlikely. Regardless of the exact explanation, the finding of a significant control group effect shows the need for control group inclusion in studies that aim to evaluate the effectiveness of word learning interventions. Nation and Webb (2011) argue that control groups can also be useful in determining (and correcting for) unwanted side effects of pretest use. There is still a lot of room for improvement because, in our sample, only a quarter of the studies included a true control group.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

As meta-analyses and meta-regressions are a product of the primary studies that they are based on, we were dependent on the information reported in the primary studies to run our analyses. Unfortunately, some relevant studies could not be included because means or standard deviations were not reported (see Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information online). We urge researchers to always report the means and standard deviations for all treatment and control groups included in their study, a seemingly simple thing to do. Guidelines for reporting quantitative results can be found in Norris, Plonsky, Ross, and Schoonen (2015).

Also not often reported in primary studies were correlations between repeated tests on the same participants. Such correlations are needed in meta-analyses and meta-regressions to calculate effect sizes and variances for repeated-measures designs as well as to construct the variance–covariance matrix that is needed to control for dependency between effect sizes. Therefore, we recommend that future researchers report correlations both between pretest and posttest(s) and between repeated posttests (or provide the raw data from which these can be calculated). Although our sensitivity analysis showed that our outcomes were not much influenced by borrowing correlations from other studies, it would be better if future meta-analyses could be as precise as possible.

We had originally intended this study to be concerned with incidental learning. However, it was often unclear whether the participants expected to be posttested on vocabulary, and we therefore resorted to meaning-focused learning. To enable future researchers to properly study incidental learning (and perhaps contrast it with intentional learning), it is important that all authors of primary studies report whether the posttest was announced to the participants. Ideally, after finishing the experiment, they would also interview the participants about whether they were expecting a posttest. If researchers wish to study incidental learning and have the posttest come as a surprise, they should try to prevent situations where participants can guess that a posttest might be administered.

In the meta-regression, we focused on three substantive variables (age, treatment, and mode of testing) that are central to L2 word learning. Many other variables of potentially high importance could not be included. For example, one variable that can influence L2 word learning is exposure frequency (e.g., Brown et al., 2008; van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2013; although exposure effects are not always found, as in Gullberg et al., 2012). However, it was not possible to control frequency of exposure in this study (or make it a predictor), because
this variable was either not controlled in some of the primary studies (e.g., de la Fuente, 2002; Donkaewbua, 2009) or no information about exposure frequency was provided (e.g., Koolstra & Beentjes, 1999; Medina, 1990). Similarly, there was no possibility of incorporating retention interval as a variable in the current study. Proficiency is another important variable that could not be included for various reasons, one of them being the sample size of our data set. In addition, proficiency was measured with different instruments (or was not measured at all) across studies, and (within studies) the participants sometimes were of different proficiency levels. We recommend that future primary researchers control and report exposure frequency, retention interval, and proficiency and that future meta-analysts include these variables in their designs.

**Conclusion**

Until now, no consensus has existed on the effectiveness of word learning from meaning-focused exposure to spoken L2 input. Our meta-analysis showed that this type of learning is very well possible, on average yielding a large effect. Whether this finding also applies to studies in which the learning was strictly incidental is still to be seen. For this to be investigated, primary studies should first become more transparent in reporting the exact pretest and posttest instructions that the participants were given and ideally verify posttest expectancy through interviews.

In our meta-regression, we detected significant effects for age (higher scores for older participants), treatment (higher scores for learning tasks with interaction than without), and mode of testing (higher scores on recognition tests than on recall tests). Studies using a true control group yielded lower (probably more realistic) effect sizes. All of these novel insights could be extracted from already existing research, which shows the great potential that the technique of meta-regression has for furthering our knowledge in any given domain of language learning.
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**Notes**

1. All issues of *Language Learning & Technology* and *System* were inspected. We found no new studies that fit the inclusion criteria. Therefore, we only inspected the issues of *Language Learning*, *Studies in Second Language Acquisition*, and *Computer Assisted Language Learning* published after 2010. Again, this yielded no results that had not already been found in the database search.

2. These were both effect sizes from Yeung et al. (2016) and the recall effect size from Brown et al. (2008), respectively.
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